Results 2023

**TROPHIES ATTRIBUTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL JURY**

**PHOTO TROPHY – AWARDED BY NIKON**
1st prize: Siegfried MODOLA - FREELANCE - Au cœur de la rébellion birmane - MYANMAR

**PRINT TROPHY – AWARDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CALVADOS**
1st prize: Anthony LOYD - THE TIMES - L'otage oublié - IRAQ - SYRIA - MOROCCO

**RADIO TROPHY – AWARDED BY THE D-DAY LANDING COMMITTEE**
1st prize: Maurine MERCIER - RTS-France INFO - La double peine d'une mère victime de viols à Boutcha - UKRAINE

**TELEVISION TROPHY – AWARDED BY AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL**
1st prize: Nick PATON WALSH, Brice LAINE, Natalie GALLON, Etienne DUPONT – CNN - Gangs gain the upper hand in war with Haitian police - HAITI

**GRAND FORMAT TELEVISION TROPHY – AWARDED BY THE INTERNATIONAL CRISIS GROUP**
1st prize: Edward KAPROV, Daniel FAINBERG, Eugene TITOV - MAGNETO PRESSE for ARTE REPORTAGE – Ukraine : un photographe dans la guerre - UKRAINE

**YOUNG REPORTER TROPHY (PRINT) – AWARDED BY CREDIT AGRICOLE NORMANDIE**
1st prize: Francis FARRELL - THE KYIV INDEPENDENT - Dans l'enfer de Bakhmout : des mois d'une rare violence – UKRAINE

**VIDEO IMAGE TROPHY (TELEVISION AND GRAND FORMAT TELEVISION) SPONSORED BY ARTE / FRANCE 24 / FRANCE TELEVISIONS**
1st prize: Quentin SOMMERVILLE, Darren CONWAY - BBC NEWS - Sur l'Ukraine, ligne zéro – UKRAINE

**HONORARY AWARDS**

**REGIONAL PRIZE FOR STUDENTS AND TRAINEES OF NORMANDY (TELEVISION)**
1st prize: Nick PATON WALSH, Brice LAINE, Natalie GALLON, Etienne DUPONT – CNN - Gangs gain the upper hand in war with Haitian police - HAITI

**OUEST-FRANCE – JEAN MARIN PRIZE (PRINT)**
1st prize: Louis IMBERT - LE MONDE - Gaza – Cisjordanie – PALESTINE

**PUBLIC’S CHOICE AWARD (PHOTO) – SPONSORED BY THE FRENCH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (AFD)**
1st prize: Paula BRONSTEIN - GETTY IMAGES - The consequences of Ukraine war – UKRAINE